The Blue Cape Triangles
by Bob Hisey

I had often puzzled over the blue color of the various 1d ticular problem for De La Rue that affected the inks was the reCape Triangles. I could not understand the irregularity of the quirement in the early days of stamp production that their paper
inking and apparent reactions with the paper. The mystery is should have Prussian Blue incorporated into the slurry to ensure
that the paper was 'chemically prepared' (..) for the 1d adhenow solved!
In Peter Young's new book, "The Inks of De La Rue" on sive stamps to be used for receipts, and in paper for the high
page 62, he expounds on their troubles with their insistence on denomination stamps often used for accounting purposes. The
the paper being "prepared" by containing Prussian Blue. This idea was to make the stamps unsuitable for re-use, for the tannin
was a safety measure as the Prussian blue would react with the in ordinary writing inks used for receipts would react with the
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Royal Philatelic
envelope can be designated as OHMS Type UssU01 ### x ###, which, based on the typology in that
The relevant text from Young's book (p. 62) reads "A parSociety, London.

article, indicates that the OHMS label is the first one found that is underlined, comprised of a sans serif
font in all upper case letters, and is ###mm. long by ###mm. high.

OHMS Post Office Savings Bank Envelope
by Gordon Smith
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Forerunners #101 (Vol. XXXIV, No. 3, September-December 2021)

In response to the author’s request regarding material from the Post Office Savings Bank, the editor has provided the following image of an OHMS envelope.
The code BPo/S.B. 33. found in the upper right corner can be interpreted as Bechuanaland Protectorate / Savings Bank, 33rd
in a series of forms or printings.
This is a previously unidentified OHMS
envelope type (see article entitled “Bechuanaland Government and Botswana Telegraph Envelopes” in Forerunners #91 from
March/June 2018, page 75). This envelope
can be designated as OHMS Type UssU01
127 x 190 mm which, based on the typology
in that article, indicates that the OHMS label
is the first one found that is underlined, comprised of a sans serif font in all upper case
letters, and is 33 mm long by 6 mm high.
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